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OBSERVATION OF lSOLATFlJ DEFECTS 
IN HIG-I-PURI1Y GEmofANIUM 

w. L. ~en 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Very high -purl ty gennanium crystals-with zero and low dislocation 

levels have been gnMll in our· laboratory. The dominan1;influence.of 

vacancy~associatedacceptors on the electrical conduction of the . zero , 

dislocation material offers the possibility of direct observation of 

vacancies, and their interactions, without significant interference 

froin impurl ti es . 
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It is known that all crystals contain an equilibrium concentration 

of defects in a state of minirm.mJ- free energy. 1 DefeCts which can 

satisfy the co~dition of minimum free energy are vacancies, Frenkel 

defects, impurities, dislocations, lineage, slip planes, etc. Since 

most real crystals contain more than one type of defect, it is gen

erally not possible to determine the minimum density of defects in 

equilibrium. This is particularly true for covalent-bonded crystals 

like germanium whose properties are normally dominated by impurities. 

We have recently succeeded in growing germanium of high purity and 

structural perfection, and are. therefore able to observe the density 

and electrical effects of vacancies and screw-axis dislocations 

separately . 

We are engaged in growing very pure-germanium crystals for use in 

fabricating nuclear-radiation detectors. The crystals are· Czochralski 

grown with a 1,0,0, orientation; their preparation has been described 

elsewhere. 2 To be useful for our purpose,this material should have 

an impurity concentration less than 5 x 1010/ em3 and must be largely 

free of structural defects and internal strain. In the course of this 

work we fotmd that the impurity concentration varied from crystal to 

crystal in a canpletely erratic manner ,and also. that the variation of 

impuri ties along the length of a crystal did not show the behavior 

characteristic of a simple impurity distribution coefficient. 

Measurements on a number of these crystals showed that the crystals 

with highest conductivity were always p-type, and exhibited about the 

same apparent impurity concentration (2 to 5 lOll /em\. Etching 

revealed that these crystals were dislocation free. On the other hand, 
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crystals showing low acceptor levels (_1010 /em3) always contained dis-

-locations in significant quantities. Following this.observation, 

crystals were deliberately growri with varying dislocation density and 

. distribution--this is a reasonably controllable parameter using the 

Czochralski technique. Figure 1 shows the acceptor concentration along 

. the length of three crystals grown in sequence, in which the only known 

variable is the dislocation density. 

Each crystal was pulled from an 800 g. charge which was totally 

depleted during the crystal growth. The data shown is based on at 

least 95% of the original charge--each crystal is about 3 em diameter 

and 20 em long. The acceptor concentration is determined. from a 

measurement of the resistivity using the four-point method at 77°K. 

Measurements on totally depleted diodes made from these crystals 

indicate that the acceptor levels are sanewhat lower than as given 

by the four-point method. 

.:,-

.. Crystal #15lcontains less than 100 dislocations/em2 at the head 

end and the number increases during growth. Crystal #152 is disloca

tion free. Crystal #153 contains about 1000 dislocations/em2 .at the 

head end and the mmber decreases during growth. Since crystal #152 

presumably contains no roTe impurities than nunbers 151 and 153, we 

can assume that its conduction is dominated by acceptor centers associ a-

ted with vacancies. 

The following is concluded: 

1) Vacancies in gennanium are p-type and they produce an equil~ 

ibrium acceptor concentration of about 2 x lOll /em3 m 
the absence of other defects. 
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2) Screw~axis dislocations are able to annihilate vacancies and 

any electrical effect of the dislocations is negligible. 

3) A minimum ntunber of dislocations is necessary to annihilate 
. .. 2 

all vacancies--probably about IOO/an . 

. DISCUSSION 

In· the absence of other defects we can assume that screw-axis dis-

locations and vacancies can interchangeably satisfy the condition of 

minimLun free energy in a crystal. Our results can be inteI1'reted 

simply in tenns of the relative effectiveness of these two defects in 

satisfying the condition. On this basis, our resultS indicate that 

1 an of screw-axis dislocation is equivalent to at least 2 X 109 

vacancies in this regard. 

In crystal #I52,a large increase in the acceptor concentration is 

seen toward the tail end of the crystal. This. probably results from a 

significant increase in vacancy concentration caused by the large 

thennal strains introduced in the crystal near the end of the growth 

process. The similar trend seen in the other two crystals may result 

from the same effect, but it is possible that impurities are responsi

ble in these cases. 
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